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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option B
B. Option A
C. Option E
D. Option D
E. Option C
Answer: A,C,D
Explanation:
Explanation
Windows Integrated Authentication makes use of Negotiate/Kerberos or NTLM to authenticate
users based on an encrypted ticket/message passed between a browser and a server.
With Azure AD you need Forms-based authentication in ADFS for Azure AD/MSOnline
PowerShell Module and Azure AD Self-Service Password Reset.
In Active Directory mapping, when the IIS server receives a certificate from the user, it passes it
on to Active Directory, which maps it to a Windows user account. The IIS server then logs this
account on.
Active directory mapping is most useful when the account mappings are the same on all IIS
servers.
Administration is simplified because the mapping is done in only one place.

NEW QUESTION: 2
To create a message definition, a solution developer has performed the following steps:
1.Create a new message set 2.Create a new message definition file 3.Add a Tagged/Delimited
String (TDS) physical format to the message set 4.Import a COBOL copybook 5.Add a Custom
Wire Formats (CWF) physical format to the message set 6.Import a C header file Which of the

following is true?
A. The message definition file created in step 2 does not support any physical formats.
B. The length of the fields on the CWF format in the COBOL message definition is not set.
C. The message definition file created in step 2 contains no logical definitions.
D. The length of the fields on the TDS format in the C message definition is not set.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the smallest element in a WBS called?
A. Work package
B. Assignment
C. Resource
D. Deliverable
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
10.1.1.1 and 10.1.1.2 are node IP addresses of a Cisco Unified CM cluster. Which two options are
the correct Cisco IOS
Gatekeeper configuration that could produce the output shown in the exhibit? (Choose two.)
A. gw-type-prefix 1* default-technology
B. Zone remote HQGK_1 cciecollab.com 10.1.1.1
C. zone local GK cciecollab.com
D. gw-type-prefix 1 default-technology
E. Zone remote HQGK_2 cciecollab.com 10.1.1.2
F. no shutdown
Answer: C,F
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